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Global Value Chain for Apparel

Source: Appelbaum and Gereffi (1994), p.46
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Engage stakeholders in social dialogue around improving 
compliance without negatively impacting competitiveness

BETTER WORK

Buyers Governments ManufacturersUnions



Better Work Around the World



Pike, K. Disorganized Labour: Examining the relationship between the ILO’s Better Work and trade unions in
Lesotho’s clothing industry. Under Second Review at Relations Industrielles/Industrial Relations



Lesotho

• 55 Focus Groups, 415 workers

• 494+ Questionnaires, 110 items

• 5 Focus Groups, 30 supervisors

• 30 Interviews with supervisors

• 25 Interviews with unions

• 39 Interviews other stakeholders

• Business, Gov’t, NGOs

7 year longitudinal study
(2010-2017)
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Data Analysis

Improvements Problems

OSH 52.42% 36.17%

Contracts & HR 13.71% 20.21%

Discrimination 8.87% 6.38%

FOA & CB 8.87% 7.98%

Compensation 7.26% 13.83%

Working Time 6.45% 7.45%

Supervisor Relations 2.42% 7.98%



2011 Baseline Key Issues
OSH

Supervisor Relations

Contracts & HR

“These chemicals are so strong that they can affect you five metres 
away…and there are pregnant women who work in those sections”

OSH

“When they know the buyers are coming, workers in that section are pulled 
out and the door is locked so the buyer will pass without noticing”



2011 Baseline Key Issues
OSH

Supervisor Relations

Contracts & HR

Supervisor Relations

“The supervisors will just insult people. They don’t talk to workers in a proper 
and nice way, like to show them their mistakes.”

“Workers who are elected, you find that basis is not that they have experience 
or that they are bright…it’s just because they can talk whatever they like.”



Supervisor Relations

Child Labour

Discrimination

Forced Labour

Freedom of 
Association & CB

Compensation
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Occupational 
Safety and Health

Working Time

“If the supervisor learns from the doctor that there’s an issue with 
you, if they know you suffer from this and this, they’ll talk about it 
all the time.”

“When they see a person that he is strong at the union, they 
promote them to be supervisors, so he can be on their side.”

“The supervisor is the one who goes to the manager and says you 
should give a raise to so-and-so.  It’s usually because they like them.”
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2013: Better Compliance with OSH
Questionnaire data

2011 Key Issues

OSH

Supervisor Relations

Contracts & HR



2013: Areas of Improvement
Focus Group Data

“Interwoven: How the Better Work Program Improves Job and Life Quality in the Apparel Sector”. The World Bank. 2015.



Voice: Addressing Root Cause of Non-Compliance

“Since BW there are many changes because we have the PICC committee. It is the one
that is in charge of health and safety. They sometimes act as mediators to try and
resolve the issues of workers.”

“Since the BW program, every little issue, we manage to solve it. That is why I don’t
really have many problems anymore… In PICC meetings, when we request a meeting
with the manager, we certainly get an appointment.”

“The good thing about PICC is that employees are free to lodge their complaints… They 
would be making sure that everything is fine in the factory. And normally we would be 
taking the complaints to management. Then I will take back the answers… Management is 
willing to work hand in hand with PICC.”



“Even at home, I think Better Work has really improved 
our lives. We now share responsibilities. Even our 
community is more clean because we apply whatever 
we learn  from the BW trainings.

“We were trained on communication skills. For 
example in a family, if there’s something that you see is 
wrong, you should not bottle it inside. You must say it 
and then solve it. It has helped me a lot.”

“I’ve learned how to draw my budget. We’ve learned 
to save money. We were taught to make some 
investments.”

2013: Better Work, Better Home Life



2013 Key Findings

Pike & Godfrey (2015) “Two Sides to Better Work: A comparative analysis of worker-management perceptions 
of the impact of Better Work Lesotho.” ILO Better Work Discussion Paper, No.20.

• Biggest improvement in OSH
• Better Work training

• Factory managers on board with ‘big push’ for OSH

• PICCs break down barriers to labour standards compliance
• Meaningful input and access to effective remedy

• Improvements across several compliance areas

• Textured feedback about impact beyond workplace
• Implications for productivity

• Implications for training (life skills, etc.)



2015: Gradual Improvements in OSH (most areas)
Questionnaire Data

“Normally they don’t announce their visits, but you find it’s a hearsay thing. Someone from 
X or Y will just WhatsApp the managers at Z and say the Better Work people are here so you 
better start cleaning”



2015: Areas of Improvement
Focus Group Data



2015: PICCs less effective

• Managers’ interference with PICCs prevents some workers 
from having:
• Meaningful Input

• Access to Effective Remedy

“They would choose a non-union worker, someone who was very
dumb, who would not be able to address the workers about what they 
have learned from the meeting.”

• Supervisor turnover challenges long-term impacts of training

“In the olden days, there were reports on sexual harassment and discrimination. 
The only problem is that most of the trained Chinese supervisors, when their 
contracts expire, they normally leave the country and then they hire the new 
ones. Those new ones are untrained and it’s still a problem. I wish Better Work 
could always train the new Chinese supervisors every time they start work.”

2013 Improvements

OSH

Comm. & Relations

Home Life

2011 Key Issues

OSH

Supervisor Relations

Contracts & HR



2015 Key Findings
• Barriers to worker voice: 

• PICCs lose some momentum 

• Indirect union discrimination

• Blocks meaningful input and effective access to remedy

• Supervisor relations remains a problem

• Turnover

• Longer term behavioural change

• Gradual improvements in other key issue areas:

• OSH

• Contracts & HR

(Pike 2016). Better Work Five Years Later: A longitudinal study of worker perspectives on labour standards
compliance in Lesotho’s clothing industry, 2011-2015. International Labour Organization.



2011
• Supervisor relations creates barriers to labour 

standards compliance

2013
• PICCs break down barriers to labour standards 

compliance
• Meaningful input and access to effective remedy

• Improvements across several compliance areas

2015
• Barriers to worker voice: 

• PICCs lose some momentum 

• Indirect union discrimination

• Blocks meaningful input and effective access to remedy

Snapshot Summary Child Labour

Discrimination

Forced Labour

Freedom of 
Association & CB

Compensation

Contracts and HR

Occupational 
Safety and Health

Working Time



Design and infrastructure for promoting worker voice

Mechanisms through which worker voice can lead to 
improvements:

• Meaningful input 

• Access to effective remedy

Better Work/ Multi-Stakeholder Approach to 
Labour Standards Enforcement

BETTER WORK

 

☐
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Fast Forward One Year: May 2017

• The merged union has experienced a major internal split

• In several factories the PICCs are not functioning effectively

– Either not meeting or co-opted by management

– No proper election procedures

– Not listening to workers

– In some other factories they don’t exist or are defunct

– Unions say there was training but not along with facilitation for 
implementation

– “Where is your Better Work now?” 



Fast Forward One Year: May 2017

• The Department of Labour is in the middle of a project to 
“strengthen the labour inspectorate” (2016-2018)

– The program is facilitating lots of amazing things
• Revising standard operating procedures, policies, systems
• Professionalizing the labour inspectorate
• Building capacity on skills
• Developing a curriculum to work towards sustainability
• Strengthening collaboration with employers, unions, ministries, etc.
• Raising awareness of workers’ rights, going on radio and TV

– But, there is a major issue with transport, lack of funding for Ministry of 
Labour, frequent changes in government

• Remmoho (“We are together”)

– In process of development
– Seeking certification, buyer-clients, forging a working relationship with 

stakeholders, etc. 



What are workers saying?
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What happens when there is lack of resources 
(or will) among stakeholders on the ground?

• Is that actually the problem?

• Role of Buyers
– In the end it does it  all come down to the threat that buyers pose?

• Some scholars demonstrate compliance can continue without external pressure

• This doesn’t seem to be the case in Lesotho, though more research is needed

• What are the conditions under which this can be sustainable/ under which managers who 
have been trained in this way want to continue in this way?

– Do buyers need to be doing more?

– Is there a role for Better Work?

– Is external intervention fundamentally the wrong approach?

– Is there a way to incentive buyers, or worker more creatively with buyers?

• What lessons for (and from) Lesotho? How to ensure functional 
workplace mechanisms for worker voice? 


